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Premise:
In Bodoni County, the contract to punish those
who dare to come in second In any event Is up for bid.
The current contract holders, The Humiliators,
are fighting to have their contract renewed;
they are being challenged by a new breed of humiliators,
The New Disciplinarians.

THE KAKA FURIES

1. THE HUMILIATORS: An Appeal

"WE’RE NUMBER ONE!"
"WE’RE NUMBER ONE!"
"WE’RE NUMBER ONE!"
"We know"
"that's the only cry"
"you want to hear."
"Because that's the proper;"
"—the moral;"
"—the Bodoni County"
"way:"
"TO BE NUMBER ONE!"
"But, we all know,"
"there are some"
"—people"
"—groups"
"—teams"
"that turn out to be"
"—UGH!—"
" (NUMBER TWO)!!!"
"Well, when that happens;"
"when such"
"ill-advised"
"—to say the least—"
"people"
"—groups"
"—teams,"
"turn out to be"
"—UGH!—"
" (NUMBER TWO)!;"
"then we get to work:"
"And we're—"
"--THE HUMILIATORS!"

"Let's say"
"the two top Little League teams"

"have finished the fight"
"for the championship,"
"and one of them"
"turns out to be"
"—UGH!--"
"(NUMBER TWO)."
"Then"
"THE HUMILIATORS"
"put on"
"these judgmental masks"
"—of scowl"
"—of hate"
"—of disgust,"
"and saunter"
"into that
"(number two) locker room"
"—of shame"
"—of degradation"
"—of depravity"
"and take the towels"
"from their drooping"
"10-year-old heads"
"and force them to stand"
"and SNAP the towels"
"upon their miserable naked persons"
"—SNAP!"
"—SNAP!"
"—SNAP!"
"and say things like"
"ugh!"
"ugh!ugh!"
"and"
"ugh!ugh!ugh!"
"and make the 'shameshame' sign on them"
"and do the 'thumbs-down' dance"
"and call them 'extremists' "
" —call them 'godless' "
"—call them
" 'little girls nya-nya!' "
"(if they're boys)"

"and"
" 'future hookers nya-nya' "
"(if they're girls)."
"And then,"
"the final humiliation:"
"We confiscate"
"their specimen jars;"
"—tell them"
"we know they bribed the officials"
"—got an unlawful clean-bill-of-health;"

"BUT"
"now we find"
"that their wee wee"
"is loaded with dope."
"AND we'll make the nasty results"
"known to every Bodoni County-ite"
"in the County!"

"Now that's the way"
"your HUMILIATORS operate;"
"have been operating"
"these man years."
"And that's the way"
"we'll continue to operate."
"So stand tall,"
"with,"
"and by"
"us."
"Renew"
"our contract"
"for another five years!"
"Because"
"THE HUMILIATORS"
"are here for you"
"to get the job done"
"The dependable HUMILIATORS'
"are NUMBER ONE!"

2. THE NEW DISCIPLINARIANS: A Challenge
" 'Shame-shame?' "
" 'thumbs-down dance?' "
"'snap-snap towels?'
"confiscate their specimen jars?"
"It is to PUKE!"
"This is how we"
"—THE NEW DISCIPLINARIANS—"
"would have handled"
"those Little League,"
"Number-Two shits:"
"As you know"
"—as part of"
"the Little League"
"NUMBER ONE ritual—"
"the WINNERS"

"get pitchers of spiked Cool-Aid"
"poured over their heads."
"BUT,"
"for those perverted NUMBER TWOS,"
"WE would have poured"
"their own piss-filled jars"
"over their heads"
"AND"
"we'd have done that"
"IN FRONT OF"
"the television cameras."
"That's just one difference"
"between those so-called"
"Humiliators"
"and US!;"

"THE NEW DISCIPLINARIANS!"

"Here's how we operate;"
"—will operate for YOU!"

"Let's say"
"Old Matilda Trimble,"
"(—number one"
"at last year's Bodoni County Fair)"
"this year comes in"
"—PUKE!—"
"SECOND"
"for her cold"
"Amaretto Pickle Soup;"
"then we surround Old Matilda Trimble"
"and use a lot of SOUTH PARK profanity"
"and call her"
"'dick face' "
"and stuff"
"And then say in unison:"
"IF YOU'RE NOT NUMBER ONE, YOU'RE KAKA!"
AND YOU'RE KAKA, OLD MATILDA TRIMBLE!"
"AND THEN,"
"using the newest"
"state-of-the-art"
"lazar technology,"
"we produce holograms"
"of other Old Matilda Trimble-like losers"
"—on the rack"
"—hanging from thumbs"
"—in the Iron Maiden;"

"and we scream into Old Matilda Trimble's ears"
"the current torture favorites"
"on the latest"
"Abu Ghraib charts,"
"and show gory scenes"
"from all the hit, 'slice-and-dice' movies,"
"—and from the old hit movies of Arnold and of Sly and of Bruce"
"—and of other favorite Pornographers-of-Violence"
"who are cheered by many in the Congress;"
"and we know we've made our point"
"when Old Matilda Trimble"
"—properly frightened--"
"runs to the Port-O-John"
"—and makes it in time"
"(or thinks she has)"
" BUT "
"is further humiliated"
"when she discovers"
"—too late—!"
"that saran wrap"
"has been placed"
"under her,"
"—tight across the toilet seat!"
"And we have three "
"—count them—"
"three''
"TV cameras"
"televising it all"
"PLUS"
"one camera getting a"
"from-inside-the-toilet bowl"
"shot!"
"TOTAL,"
"AWESOME,"
"GROSSOUT!"
"What every Bodoni County-ite demands!"
"And what we will constantly give them--"
"—GIVE YOU!!! "

"And we're already"
"refining our techniques"
"—will do away with holograms"
"—will use actual"
"racks and Iron Maidens"
"AND"
"—actual "
"—real"

"—flesh and blood"
Bodoni County"
"—puke—"
"NUMBER TWOS!"
"We think Bodoni County-ites"
are ready for such a move."
"ARE YOU READY FOR SUCH A MOVE?!?!
"YES!!!!!!!"
"Then give us"
"the new Five-Year"
"Bodoni County Humiliator's Contract"
"to punish all"
"—PUKE!—"
"NUMBER TWOS!"
"And help us"
"now"
"—at this very moment!—"
"boot"
"out of town"
"these old-hat"
"kaka"
"WIMPS!--"
"WHAT DO YOU SAY!?
"YES!"
"WIMPS!
"KAKA'
"—BOOOOOOOOOOOOOOTTT!!!!!!!!—"
"WHO'S NUMBER ONE NOW?!"
"YOU'RE NUMBER ONE!"
"AND IF YOU'RE NOT NUMBER ONE, WHAT ARE YOU?"
"YOU'RE KAKA!!!!!!!"
"THREE MORE TIMES!"
"IF YOU'RE NOT NUMBER ONE, YOU'RE KAKA!!!!!!"
"IF YOU'RE NOT NUMBER ONE, YOU'RE KAKA!!!!!!"
"IF YOU'RE NOT NUMBER ONE, YOU'RE KAKA!!!!!!"
"Yeah."

